Thursday, 28 January 2021
HEADLINES:
 8,704 flights on 27 January. Traffic at 34% of 2019.
 7-day rolling average at -65.8% of 2019 (decreasing)
 Decrease in almost all States: -490 flights (-5%) compared to 2 weeks ago (13 Jan)
 Most aircraft operators decreased their capacity (2/3 are below -80% vs 2019)
 All top airports showed a decreased in traffic
Traffic Situation & Airlines Recovery










Over the first 27 days of January, traffic is ‐63% compared to the same period in 2019, close to the scenario
published by EUROCONTROL in September 2020. On 28 January 2021, EUROCONTROL has published revised
Traffic Scenarios until the period until June 2021 taking into account the latest available information. Two
scenarios have been proposed leading to ‐55% or ‐70% in June 2021 compared to June 2019.
Turkish Airlines had the highest number of flights on Wed 27 Jan (554 flights, +2% over 2 weeks with +11
flights), followed by Air France (377, ‐4%, ‐16), Widerøe (307, +1%, +4), DHL Express (284, +8%, +21), Pegasus
(250, +21%, +43), KLM (214, ‐25%, ‐73), Lufthansa (182, ‐21%, ‐47), Qatar (164, ‐4%, ‐7), SAS (151, ‐13%, ‐23)
and Iberia (143, +77%, +62). Yesterday, BA was ranked 18th (with 84 flights, ‐24%), Ryanair was 21st (71 flights,
‐48%), easyJet was 41st (37 flights, +6%) and Wizz Air was 63rd (25 flights, ‐58%).
Over 2 weeks, most airlines decreased their capacity: KLM (‐73 flights, ‐25%), Ryanair (‐66, ‐48%), Lufthansa
(‐47, ‐21%), LOT (‐42, ‐43%), Wizz Air (‐34, 58%), British Airways (‐27, ‐24%), SAS (‐23, ‐13%) and Eurowings
(‐21, ‐33%). Only a few increased like Iberia (+62, +77%), Pegasus (+43, +21%), DHL express (+21, +8%).
Compared to 2019, Widerøe operated at ‐16%, Pegasus (‐42%), Turkish Airlines (‐56%), Air Nostrum (‐57%),
Iberia (‐58%), Air France (‐63%), KLM (‐65%), Lufthansa (‐87%), BA (‐90%), easyJet (‐96%) and Ryanair (‐96%).
For States, France moved back to the 1st rank and had the highest number of dep/arr flights on Wed 27 January
(1,449 flights ‐5% over 2 weeks) followed by Germany (1,332, ‐9%), Turkey (1,029, +1%), Spain (932, +8%), the
UK (860, ‐12%), Norway (784, ‐10%), Italy (651, ‐2%) and the Netherlands (463, ‐16%).
Compared to 2019, Norway was at ‐45% (in terms of dep/arr flights), Turkey (‐52%), France (‐58%), the
Netherlands (‐67%), Spain (‐72%), Germany (‐74%), Italy (‐76%) and the UK (‐82%).
Market segments: all‐cargo is at +5% vs 2019, Business Aviation is at ‐30%, Charter at ‐7%, Traditional at ‐70%
and Low‐Cost at ‐87%.

Traffic Flows & Country Pairs






The intra‐Europe flow is the main flow with 6,287 flights on 27 Jan (‐5% over 2 weeks). Intra‐Europe flights are
at ‐68% compared to 2019 while all other flows are at ‐59%.
Top traffic flows with Europe are with “Middle‐East” (495 flights, ‐3%) followed by “Asia/Pacific” (370 flights,
‐5%), “North‐Atlantic” (362 flights, +1%) and “North‐Africa” (263 flights, ‐11%).
Chinese domestic flights continue to record decreasing trend with 7,590 flights on 25 Jan 2021 (‐36% vs 2019).
The highest domestic flows are within France (671 flights, ‐10% over 2 weeks), Norway (655, ‐7%), Turkey (497,
+12%), Spain (453, +3%), Italy (271, +0%), the UK (254, ‐13%), Germany (237, ‐25%) and Greece (147, ‐14%).
The biggest decreases over 2 weeks were recorded for Germany (‐25%), Greece (‐14%) and France (‐10%). The
highest increases were for Sweden (+21%) and Turkey (+12%)

Airports




İGA Istanbul Airport was the busiest airport on 27 January with 470 Dep/Arr flights (+1% over 2 weeks)
followed by Paris CDG (435, ‐7%), Amsterdam (388, ‐18%), Madrid (375, +79%), Frankfurt (369, ‐2%),
Istanbul/Sabiha (320, +10%), London/Heathrow (267, ‐15%), Leipzig/Halle (213, +4%), Oslo (206, ‐13%) and
Cologne/Bonn (198, ‐8%).
Most of the top airports showed a decrease over 2 weeks: Amsterdam (‐18%), London/Heathrow (‐15%), Oslo
(‐13%), Paris CDG (‐7%) and Frankfurt (‐2%). However some airports showed an increase like Madrid (+79%)
and Istanbul/Sabiha (+10%).

1. Traffic Situation and Airlines Recovery


The network recorded 8,704 flights on Wednesday 28 January (‐5% with ‐490 flights compared to
Wednesday 13 January). This is 34% of 2019 traffic levels. Based on a 7‐day moving average, the
decrease is ‐65.8% compared to 2019.

Overall situation against EUROCONTROL traffic scenarios:


The first 27 days of January flights averaged ‐63% compared to same period in 2019, close to the
scenario published by EUROCONTROL on 14 September 2020.
On 28 January 2021, EUROCONTROL has published revised Traffic Scenarios covering the period
until June 2021 (see press release) taking into account the latest waves of COVID, the risks
associated with new variants, travel restriction measures by States as well as inputs from CEOs of
top Airlines in Europe.
These revised EUROCONTROL Traffic Scenarios are summarized as follows:
o Scenario A. Partial improvement during Q2: The overall European situation improves,
facilitating the partial relaxation of national travel restriction measures during Q2.
o Scenario B. No improvement during Q2: Very limited improvements in the overall
European situation and/or we see the continued imposition of national travel restriction
measures preventing any reasonable improvement in air travel until at least Q3.



Note: The impact of COVID generating a significant suppression of traffic until the middle of 2021
is something which was not fully anticipated. However, EUROCONTROL still considers that scenario
2 of our traffic forecast of November 2020 remains reasonable, i.e. in 2021, the total flights for
Europe will be approximately 51% of 2019.

European Airlines:




Turkish Airlines was the airline with the highest number of flights (554 flights) on Wednesday 27
January slightly increasing by +2% compared to Wednesday 13 January (+11 flights), followed by
Air France (377 flights, ‐4%, ‐16 flights), Widerøe (307, +1%, +4), DHL Express (284, +8%, +21),
Pegasus (250, +21%, +43), KLM (214, ‐25%, ‐73), Lufthansa (182, ‐21%, ‐47), Qatar (164, ‐4%, ‐7),
SAS (151, ‐13%, ‐23), Iberia (143, +77%, +62) and Alitalia (108, ‐7%, ‐8). Yesterday, British Airways
was ranked 18th (with 84 flights, ‐24%), Ryanair was 21st (71 flights, ‐48%), easyJet was 41st (37
flights, +6%) and Wizz Air was 63rd (25 flights, ‐58%).
Compared to two weeks ago, most airlines decreased their capacity, starting with KLM (‐73 flights,
‐25%), Ryanair (‐66, ‐48%), Lufthansa (‐47, ‐21%), LOT (‐42, ‐43%), Wizz Air (‐34, +58%), BA (‐27, ‐

24%), SAS (‐23, ‐13%), Eurowings (‐21, ‐33%) and Air France (‐16, ‐4%). Only a few airlines
increased their capacity like Iberia (+62, +77%), Pegasus (+43, +21%), DHL express (+21, +8%).



Compared to 2019, Widerøe operated at ‐16% on Wednesday 27 January followed by
Pegasus (‐42%), Turkish Airlines (‐56%), Air Nostrum (‐57%), Iberia (‐58%), Air France (‐63%), KLM
(‐65%), Lufthansa (‐87%), British Airways (‐90%), easyJet (‐96%) and Ryanair (‐96%). Two third of
the top 30 airlines operated at less than ‐80%.

News from key European airlines:





Air France burning €10 cash daily, hoping to stop this cash burn by the end of 2021, when it may
be running at 70% capacity; agrees a 20% salary reduction with pilots
Alitalia brand must be shed before the Italian Government can nationalise and relaunch the carrier,
according to the European Commission.
KLM suspending all long haul flights as a result of tighter Netherlands travel restrictions; will cut a
further 800‐1000 jobs.
Norwegian achieves support from the Norwegian Government based on a new business plan and
a simplified business structure.



Transavia France expected to incorporate an additional eight aircraft in 2021 and another 20‐25 in
the medium term.

States
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The top 8 busiest states1 remained broadly stable with France taking back the 1st rank. France was
the State with the highest number of dep/arr flights with 1,449 flights on Wednesday 27 January
(‐5% over 2 weeks) followed by Germany (1,332, ‐9%), Turkey (1,029, +1%), Spain (932, +8%), the
UK (860, ‐12%), Norway (784, ‐10%), Italy (651, ‐2%) and the Netherlands (463, ‐16%).

Compared to 2019, Departure/Arrival traffic on Wednesday 27 January for the top 8 States was:
Norway (‐45%), Turkey (‐52%), France (‐58%), the Netherlands (‐67%), Spain (‐72%), Germany
(‐74%), Italy (‐76%) and the UK (‐82%).

excluding overflights.

News from States and industry:







African Union states implement MY COVID Pass for the verification of travel documents.
Airbus slows its ramp up of A320s to 43 per month in Q3 and 45 in Q4 (previously anticipated 47
per month in H2); confirms positive test for 21 staff at Hamburg site.
Boeing commits to ensuring that all its commercial aircraft will be able to use 100% SAF by 2030.
EASA declares Boeing 737 MAX safe to return to service in Europe; to increase its level of
involvement in the certification of foreign commercial aircraft.
Germany’s Interior Minister indicates the government plans to reduce inbound international air
passenger traffic to close to zero.
Netherlands tightens travel restrictions even further with travellers from high risk areas required
to show both a negative PCR test and a negative antigen test; releases draft of major airspace
redesign.

Market Segments:


After the blip over Christmas2 break, and since the beginning of January 2021:
o All‐cargo, is the only segment consistently growing, recording an increase of +5% (vs 2019).
o Charter and Business Aviation returned to their pre‐Christmas rates with, respectively, ‐7%
and ‐30% (vs 2019).
o Traditional and Low‐Cost, while accounting the majority of flights (respectively 49% and 26%
of all flights in 2020), record constant declines since early January. Recent days showed they
are down to ‐70% and ‐87% respectively (vs 2019). The reinstated travel restrictions across
Europe from late January are expected to result in larger decline rates in February.

2. Traffic Flows & Country Pairs
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The main traffic flow is the intra‐Europe flow with 6,287 flights on Wednesday 27 January, which
is decreasing (‐5%) over 2 weeks.
The top traffic flows with Europe were with “Middle‐East” (495 flights, ‐3%) followed by
“Asia/Pacific” (370 flights, ‐5%), “North‐Atlantic” (362 flights, +1%), “North‐Africa” (263 flights,
‐11%) and “Other Europe” (230 flights, ‐10%).

All segments show an artificial blip on 23 Dec 2020 as comparable day was Christmas day in 2019.



Intra‐Europe flights are at ‐68% compared to 2019 while intercontinental flows are at ‐59%.
REGION
Intra‐Europe
Europe<‐>Asia/Pacific
Europe<‐>Mid‐Atlantic
Europe<‐>Middle‐East
Europe<‐>North Atlantic
Europe<‐>North‐Africa
Europe<‐>Other Europe
Europe<‐>South‐Atlantic
Europe<‐>Southern Africa

Non Intra‐Europe





13‐01‐2021 27‐01‐2021
6 606
6 287
390
370
96
80
508
495
359
362
294
263
256
230
63
63
165
166
2 131
2 029

%
‐5%
‐5%
‐17%
‐3%
+1%
‐11%
‐10%
+0%
+1%
‐5%

vs. 2019
‐68%
‐52%
‐53%
‐59%
‐54%
‐66%
‐68%
‐65%
‐48%
‐59%

Domestic flows are the most active flows (i.e. 9 of the top 10 flows are domestic). The highest
domestic flows were within France (671 flights, ‐10% over 2 weeks), Norway (655 flights, ‐7%),
Turkey (497 flights, +12%), Spain (453 flights, +3%), Italy (271 flights, +0%), the UK (254 flights,
‐13%), Germany (237 flights, ‐25%), Greece (147 flights, ‐14%) and Sweden (143 flights, +21%).
The biggest decreases over 2 weeks were recorded for Germany (‐25%), Greece (‐14%) and France
(‐10%). The highest increases were for Sweden (+21%) and Turkey (+12%).
The busiest non domestic flows were France‐Germany (107 flights), UK‐US (87 flights), Germany‐
UK (84 flights) and Germany‐Spain (83 flights).



Compared to 2019, the largest domestic flows on Wednesday 27 January were at ‐39% for France,
‐27% for Norway, ‐49% for Turkey, ‐59% for Spain, ‐62% for Italy, ‐75% for the UK, ‐77% for
Germany and ‐29% for Greece.

3. Situation outside Europe


United‐States (A4A members):
o Peak in COVID‐19 cases was reached at the end of second week of January in the US. The
situation has slightly improved since then (# cases). US domestic and International traffic
recorded (each) ‐44% (vs 2019) on 27 January, stable on previous week.
o On 27 Jan, U.S. airlines passenger volumes were 65% below 2019 levels with Domestic down
65% and International down 68%.
o The domestic U.S. Load Factor averaged 47% in most recent week, versus 79% a year earlier.

o
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In 3Q 2020, US air‐cargo3 demand reached an all‐time high to just below 45 billion revenue
ton miles (it took 10 years for the segment to recover from GFC and subsequent oil spike).



China:
o Chinese domestic flights continue to record decreasing trend with 7,590 flights on 25 Jan 2021
(‐36% compared to 1 Jan 2019) owing to a persistent resurgence of the virus rise, leading to
the implementation of a series of containment measures. Chinese authorities want to
vaccinate all medical workers, couriers, cleaners and customs staff before mid‐February. In the
meantime, many employees (in state‐owned companies, government agencies) have been
told not to travel for the coming Lunar New Year holiday. International flights have been stable
since March although slightly decreasing with 1,372 flights (‐66% compared to 1 Jan 2019).
The same is true for overflights with 571 flights (‐64% compared to 1 Jan 2019).



Middle East:

flown on U.S. passenger and cargo‐only airlines in scheduled and non‐scheduled services.

o

Intra‐Middle‐East traffic has stabilised around 1,600 daily flights, reaching 1,674 flights on 24
January (‐41% compared to Feb 2019). International traffic is at 1,485 flights (‐52% compared
to Feb 2019). Overflights are recording 330 flights (‐26% compared to Feb 2019).

News for worldwide airlines, States and associations:







American Airlines announces that it expects to receive around $3.1 billion through a payroll
support programme announced by the US government
Cathay Pacific reports passenger numbers down 87% in 2020, with cargo 34% down; asking flight
crew to volunteer for a ‘compact set of flights’ within a 3 week period, followed by 14 days
quarantine – as a result of new rules by the Hong Kong government
JAL moving from 777‐200ERs to A350s, with the Boeings being retired from international services
by March 2021 and from domestic services by March 2023
Qatar Airways plans to launch the IATA Travel Pass on its Doha‐Istanbul route in March
Singapore Airlines issues $500 million of 3% notes due 2026; plans vaccination of all frontline staff
United Airlines registers operating loss of $6.4 billion in 2020; expects capacity to be at least 51%
down in Q1 2021 compared to Q1 2019; may make vaccinations mandatory for employees

4. Airport Information


İGA Istanbul Airport was the busiest airport on 27 January with 470 Dep/Arr flights (+1% over 2
weeks) followed by Paris CDG (435, ‐7%), Amsterdam (388, ‐18%), Madrid (375, +79%), Frankfurt
(369, ‐2%), Istanbul/Sabiha (320, +10%), London/Heathrow (267, ‐15%), Leipzig/Halle (213, +4%),
Oslo (206, ‐13%) and Cologne/Bonn (198, ‐8%).



Most of the top airports showed a decrease over 2 weeks: Amsterdam (‐18%), London/Heathrow
(‐15%), Oslo (‐13%), Paris CDG (‐7%) and Frankfurt (‐2%). However some airports showed an
increase like Madrid (+79%) and Istanbul/Sabiha (+10%).



Compared to 2019, Paris CDG operated at ‐62% on 27 January, Madrid (‐65%), Amsterdam (‐67%),
Oslo (‐70%), Frankfurt (‐71%) and London Heathrow (‐78%). [*Please note: İGA Istanbul Airport
was not in operation in January 2019 and therefore the comparison is meaningless.]

News from European and worldwide airports:





Amsterdam Schiphol Airport sees the opening of a new 8500m2 Amazon parcel sorting facility.
Berlin Brandenburg Airport expects recovery to 2019 levels in 2025 (medium scenario) but will
lose 83 million passengers during 2021‐2025.
London Gatwick Airport is reported to have received an additional £75 million loan from the UK
government.
Tel Aviv Airport closed until the end of the month to help slow the spread of COVID‐19.



Vienna Airport reports passenger numbers down 91% in December and 75% down for 2020; begins
trialling electric aircraft tugs.

5. Other facts and factors:


Vaccination: inoculations against COVID‐19 have started at the end of 2020 as shown with the daily
number of COVID‐19 vaccination doses administered per 100 people graph below. Except for Israel
and UK, fewer than 5% of people have received even one dose in the States reported.

Notes: rolling seven‐day average shown for EUROCONTROL Member States. This is counted as a
single dose, and may not equal the total number of people vaccinated, depending on the specific
dose regime (e.g. people receive multiple doses).
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Airlines financial report: According to IATA, the European airlines4 have recorded net losses
of ‐€6.7b in 2020 Q3. All regions posted another quarter of net loss. Net cash outflow from
operating activities rose to 61% of revenues for European airlines5 as the decline in operating costs
was not enough to compensate for the revenue loss.



2021 outlook: ICAO6 estimates the COVID‐19 impact on European scheduled passenger traffic for
the first half of year 2021 (January to June 2021), compared to 2019 levels to:
o an overall reduction ranging from 55% to 64% of seats offered by airlines,
o an overall reduction of 348 to 404 million passengers (‐64% to ‐74%).

Based on a set of 15 airlines.
Based on a set of 11 airlines.
6
Update dated 27 January 2021
5



Fuel Price: Jet fuel prices have started to rise since November, reaching 140 cts/gal on 22 January.

To further assist you in your analysis, EUROCONTROL provides the following additional information on a
daily basis (daily updates at approximately 7:00 CET for the first item and 12:00 CET for the second) and
every Friday for the last item:
1. EUROCONTROL Daily Traffic Variation dashboard:
www.eurocontrol.int/Economics/DailyTrafficVariation (or via the COVID‐19 button on
the top of our homepage www.eurocontrol.int)
 This dashboard provides traffic for Day+1 for all European States; for the largest
airports; for each Area Control Centre (ACC); and for the largest airline operators.
2. COVID Related‐NOTAMS with Network Impact (i.e. summary of airspace restrictions):
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/index.html
 The Network Operations Portal (NOP) under “Latest News” is updated daily with a
summary table of the most significant COVID‐19 NOTAMs applicable at 12.00 UTC.
3. NOP Recovery Plan:
https://www.public.nm.eurocontrol.int/PUBPORTAL/gateway/spec/index.html
 This report, updated every Friday, is a special version of the Network operation
Plan supporting aviation response to the COVID‐19 Crisis. It is developed in
cooperation with the operational stakeholders ensuring a rolling outlook.

